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Abstract. We consider the problem of approximating a polygonal curveP un-
der a given error criterion by another polygonal curveP 0 whose vertices are a
subset of the vertices ofP . The goal is to minimize the number of vertices ofP 0

while ensuring that the error betweenP 0 andP is below a certain threshold. We
consider two fundamentally different error measures — Hausdorff and Fr´echet
error measures. For both error criteria, we present near-linear time approxima-
tion algorithms that, given a parameter" > 0, compute a simplified polygonal
curveP 0 whose error is less than" and size is at most the size of the optimal sim-
plified polygonal curve with error"=2. We consider monotone curves in the case
of Hausdorff error measure and arbitrary curves for the Fr´echet error measure.
We present experimental results demonstrating that our algorithms are simple and
fast, and produce close to optimal simplifications in practice.

1 Introduction

Given a polygonal curve, the curve simplification problem is to compute another polyg-
onal curve that approximates the original curve, according to some predefined error
criterion, and whose complexity is as small as possible. Curve simplification has useful
applications in various fields, including geographic information systems (GIS), com-
puter vision, graphics, image processing, and data compression. The massive amounts
of data available from various sources make efficient processing of this data a challeng-
ing task. One of the major applications of this data is for cartographic purposes, where
the information has to be visualized and presented as a simple and easily readable map.
Since the information is too dense, the maps are usually simplified. To this end, curve
simplification is used to simplify the representation of rivers, roads, coastlines, and
other features when a map at large scale is produced. There are many advantages of the
simplification process, such as removing unnecessary cluttering due to excessive detail,
saving disk and memory space, and reducing the rendering time.
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1050, EIA-98-70724, EIA-01-31905, CCR-97-32787, and CCR-00-86013.



1.1 Problem definition

Let P = hp1; : : : ; pni denote a polygonal curve inR2 or R3 , wheren is the size ofP .
A curveP is monotone in directionu if any line (plane inR3 ) normal tou intersectsP
in at most one point. The curveP is monotoneif it is monotone in some direction. A
polygonal curveP 0 = hpi1 ; : : : ; pik i � P simplifiesP if 1 = i1 < � � � < ik = n.

Let d(� ; � ) denote a distance function between points. In this paper we useL1, L2,
L1, and uniform metrics to measure the distance between two points. Uniform metric
is defined inR2 as follows: For two pointsa = (ax; ay); b = (bx; by) in R2 , d(a; b) is
jay � byj if ax = bx and1 otherwise. The distance between a pointp and a segmente
is defined asd(p; e) = minq2e d(p; q).

Let ÆM (pipj ; P ) denote the error of a segmentpipj under error measureM .M can
be either Hausdorff (H) or Fréchet (F ) error measure and will be defined formally in
Section 1.3. The error of simplificationP 0 = hpi1 ; : : : ; pik i of P is defined as

ÆM (P 0; P ) = max
1�j<k

ÆM (pijpij+1 ; P ):

CallP 0 an"-simplificationof P if ÆM (P 0; P ) � ". Thecurve-simplification problemis
to compute the smallest size"-simplification ofP , with its size denoted as�M ("; P ).
ÆM ("; P ) and�M ("; P ) will be denoted asÆM (") and�M (") respectively whenP is
clear from the context.

If we remove the constraint that the vertices ofP 0 are a subset of the vertices ofP ,
thenP 0 is called aweak"-simplification of P .

1.2 Previous results

The problem of approximating a polygonal curve has been studied extensively during
the last two decades, both for computing an"-simplification and a weak"-simplification
(See [Wei97] for a survey). Imai and Iri [II88] formulated this simplification problem
as computing a shortest path between two nodes in a directed acyclic graph. Under
the Hausdorff measure with uniform metric, their algorithm runs inO(n2 logn) time.
Chin and Chan [CC92], and Melkman and O’Rourke [MO88] improve the running
time of their algorithm to quadratic or near quadratic. Agarwal and Varadarajan [AV00]
improve the running time toO(n4=3+Æ) for L1 and uniform metric, for some arbitrarily
smallÆ > 0, by implicitly representing the underlying graph.

Curve simplification using the Fr´echet error measure was first proposed by Go-
dau [God91], who showed that�F (") is smaller than the size of the optimal weak
"=7-simplification. Alt and Godau [AG95] also proposed the first algorithm to com-
pute Fréchet distance between two polygonal curves inR

d in time quadratic in the
complexity of the input curves.

Since the problem of developing a near-linear time algorithm for computing the op-
timal "-simplification remains elusive, several heuristics have been proposed over the
years. The most widely used heuristic is the Douglas-Peucker method [DP73] (together
with its variants), originally proposed for simplifying curves under the Hausdorff error
measure. Its worst case running time isO(n2) in Rd . In R2 , the running time was im-
proved toO(n log n) by Snoeyinket al.[HS94]. However, the Douglas-Peucker heuris-
tic does not offer any guarantee on the size of the simplified curve.



The second class of curve simplification algorithms compute a weak"-simplification
of the polygonal curveP . Imai and Iri [II86] give an optimalO(n) time algorithm
for finding an optimal weak"-simplification of a given monotone curve under Haus-
dorff error measure. For weak"-simplification of curves inR2 under Fréchet distance,
Guibaset al. [GHMS93] proposed a factor 2 approximation algorithm withO(n logn)
running time, and anO(n2) exact algorithm using dynamic programming.

1.3 Our results

In this paper, we study the curve-simplification problem under both the Fr´echet and
Hausdorff error measures. We present simple near-linear time algorithms for computing
an"-simplification of size at most�("=c), wherec � 1 is a constant. In particular, our
contributions are:

Hausdorff Error Measure. Define theHausdorff errorof a line segmentpipj w.r.t.
P , wherepi; pj 2 P , i < j, to be

ÆH(pipj ; P ) = max
i�k�j

d(pk; pipj)

We prove the following theorem in Section 2.

Theorem 1. Given a monotone polygonal curveP and a parameter" > 0, one can
compute an"-simplification with size at most�H("=2; P ) in:

(i) O(n) time and space, under theL1; L2; L1 or uniform metrics inR2 ;
(ii) O(n log n) time andO(n) space, underL1 or L1 metrics inR3 .

We implement the algorithm inR2 and present experimental results.

Fr échet Error Measure. Given two curvesf : [a; a0] ! R
d , andg : [b; b0] ! R

d , the
Fréchet distanceFD(f; g) between them is defined as:,

FD(f; g) = inf
� : [0; 1]! [a; a0]
� : [0; 1]! [b; b0]

max
t2[0;1]

d(f(�(t)); g(�(t)))

where� and� range over continuous and increasing functions with�(0) = a; �(1) =
a0; �(0) = b and�(1) = b0. TheFréchet errorof a line segmentpipj wherepi; pj 2 P ,
i < j, is defined to be

ÆF (pipj ; P ) = FD(�(pi; pj); pipj);

where�(p; q) denotes the subcurve ofP from p to q. We prove the following result in
Section 3:

Theorem 2. Given a polygonal curveP inRd and a parameter" � 0, an"-simplification
of P with size at most�F ("=2; P ) can be constructed inO(n logn) time andO(n)
space.



The algorithm is independent of any monotonicity properties. To our knowledge, it
is the first efficient, simple approximation algorithm for curve simplification in dimen-
sion higher than two under the Fr´echet error measure. We provide experimental results
for polygonal chains in bothR2 andR3 to demonstrate the efficiency and quality of our
approximation algorithm.

Relations between simplifications.We further analyze the relations between simpli-
fication under Hausdorff and Fr´echet error measures, and Fr´echet and weak Fr´echet
"-simplification in Section 4.

2 Hausdorff simplification

LetP = hp1; : : : ; pni be a monotone polygonal curve inR2 orR3 . For a given distance
functiond(� ; � ), let D(p; r) = fq j (.p; q) � rg be the disk of radiusr centered atp.
LetDi denoteD(pi; "). Thenpipj is a valid segment, i.e.,ÆH(pipj) � ", if and only if
pipj intersectsDi+1; : : : ; Dj�1 in order. We now define a general problem, and use it
to compute"-simplification of polygonal curves under different distance metrics.

2.1 Segment cover

LetE = he1; e2; : : : ; emi be a sequence of segments.E is called an"-segment cover
of P if there exists a subsequence of verticespi1 = p1; pi2 ; : : : ; pim+1

= pn, i1 < i2 <
: : : < im+1, such thatej intersectsDij , Dij+1, . . . ,Dij+1 in order, and the endpoints
of ej lie in Dij andDij+1 respectively. An"-segment cover is optimal if its size is
minimum among all"-segment covers. The following lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 1. Let �"(P ) denote the size of an optimal"-segment cover. For a monotone
curveP , �"(P ) � �H("; P ).

Lemma 2. LetE = he1; e2; : : : ; emi be an"=2-segment cover of sizem of a monotone
polygonal curveP . Then an"-simplification of size at mostm can be computed in
O(m) time.

PROOF. By the definition of an"=2-segment cover, there exists a subsequence of ver-
ticespi1 = p1; pi2 ; : : : ; pim+1

= pn such thatej intersectsD(pij ; "=2),D(pij+1; "=2),
: : :, D(pij+1 ; "=2), and the endpoints ofej lie in D(pij ; "=2) andD(pij+1 ; "=2). See
Figure 1 for an example of the optimal"-segment cover under uniform metric. Define
the polygonal curveP 0 = hpi1 = p1; : : : ; pim ; pim+1

= pni. Note thatd(s; pij ) � "=2,
for any points 2 ej \ Dij , sinces 2 D(pij ; "=2) by definition. Using the trian-
gle inequality one can easily verify that the segmentpijpij+1 intersects all the disks
D(pij ; "); D(pij+1; "); : : : ; D(pij+1 ; ") in order. Hencepijpij+1 is a valid segment.
Therefore, the polygonal curveP 0 is an"-simplification ofP , and it can be constructed
in O(m) time.



2.2 An approximation algorithm

In this section, we present near-linear approximation algorithms for computing an"-
simplification of a monotone polygonal curveP in R

2 andR3 under the Hausdorff
error measure.

Algorithm. The approximation algorithm to compute an"-simplification for a mono-
tone curveP , denotedHausdorffSimp , in fact computes an optimal"=2-segment
cover ofP . It then follows from Lemma 2 that the vertex set of an optimal"=2-segment
cover also forms an"-simplificationP 0 of P . The size ofP 0 is at most�H("=2; P ) by
Lemma 1.

p10

p11p2
p3p1

"

Fig. 1.Covering the vertical segments of length2" with maximal set of stabbing lines.

An ordered set of disksD has a line transversal if there exists a line intersecting
all the disksDi 2 D in order. We now describe how to compute an"=2-segment cover
greedily: start with the setD = hD1i. Now iteratively add each diskDk, k = 2; 3; : : : to
D. If there does not exist a line transversal forD after adding diskDk, then add the ver-
texpi1 = pk to our segment-cover, setD = ;, and continue. LetS = hpi1 ; : : : ; pimi be
the polygonal curve computed by algorithmHausdorffSimp , described in Figure 2.
Clearly, the segmentsC(S) = hej = pijpij+1 ; j = 1; : : : ; (m�1)i form a"=2-segment
cover.

Lemma 3. The setC(S) computed byHausdorffSimp is an optimal"=2-cover.

PROOF. The coverC(S) = he1; : : : ; emi has the following prefix property: for any
index j, the setEj = he1; : : : ; eji is the smallest("=2)-cover of the setP (j), where
P (j) = hpi1 = p1; : : : ; pij+1 i.

The proof is by induction. Forj = 1 this holds, ase1 is the segment that intersects
the longest prefix ofP . Forj > 1, assume there exists a coverE0 = he01; : : : ; e

0

ji such
thatE0 stabs all verticeshp1; : : : ; piki, whereik � ij+1 + 1. By induction, we know
thatEj�1 covers a longer prefix thanhe01; : : : ; e

0

j�1i. Therefore,he1; : : : ; ej�1; e0ji cov-
ers a larger prefix thanEj . But this is a contradiction to the choice ofej which stabs
the longest sequence of disks of radius"=2 starting atpij , as it stabs only the disks
D(pij ; "); : : : ; D(pij+1 ; "=2), and it does not stabD(pij+1+1; "=2).



ALGORITHM HausdorffSimp (P , ")
Input: P = hp1; � � � ; pni, " > 0

Output: P 0
� P s.t.ÆH(P 0; P ) � ".

begin
Setj = 2; i = 1.
P 0

= hpii.
while ( j � n ) do

(*) if no segment stabsD(pi; "=2); : : : ; D(pj+1; "=2) then
P 0

= P 0
[ fpjg.

i j.
end if
j  j + 1.

end while
end

Fig. 2. An incremental algorithm for computing an"-simplification.

Analysis. Given a set ofi disksD = hD1, : : : ; Dii, it takes linear time to compute a
line that stabsD in order inR2 underL1,L2,L1, and uniform metrics [Ame92,GHMS93].
The algorithm is incremental, and we can use a data structure so that line (*) in Algo-
rithm HausdorffSimp only takes constant time to update the data structure while
adding a new disk. Thus our greedy approach usesO(n) time and space overall inR2 .
In R

3 , the line transversal underL1 andL1 metrics can be computed inO(i) time
using linear programming, and one needs to update it efficiently when a new disk is
added. (Of course, we can use techniques for dynamic linear programming [Ram00],
but we describe a faster and simpler approach.) Therefore, we use an exponential-binary
search method using the linear programming algorithm as a black-box, and obtain an
O(n log n) running time. The exponential-binary search method will be described in
more detail in the next section. Putting everything together proves Theorem 1.

2.3 Experiments

In this section, we compare the results of our approximation algorithm for curve simpli-
fication under the Hausdorff error measure with the Douglas-Peucker heuristic. For our
experiments, there are two input parameters — the size of the input polygonal curve,
and the error threshold" for simplification. Similarly, there are two output parameters
— the size of the simplified curve for a particular", and the time for the simplification
algorithm. All our experiments were run on a Sun Blade-100 machine running SunOS
5.8 with 256MB RAM.

We implemented algorithmHausdorffSimp for planarx-monotone curves under
uniform metric. We compareHausdorffSimp with Douglas-Peucker on inputs that
are most favorable for Douglas-Peucker, where the curve is always partitioned at the
middle vertex, and then recursively simplified. Figure 3(b) compares the running time
of the two algorithms, where the curve consists of point sets of varying sizes sampled
from a sinusoidal curve. As expected,HausdorffSimp exhibits empirically linear
running time, outperforming the Douglas-Peucker heuristic. Figure 3(a) shows the sizes



Points along a Sine curve
" = 0.6 Approx. DP

100 28 29
200 48 58
500 148 120

1000 284 247
2000 552 459
5000 1336 1073

10000 2700 2173
20000 5360 4391
40000 10720 9237

100000 26800 22995 0
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Fig. 3. (a) Sizes of"-simplifications computed byHausdorffSimp and Douglas-Peucker, (b)
comparing running times ofHausdorffSimp and Douglas-Peucker for" = 0:6.

of "-simplifications produced when" = 0:6, and the curves again consist of points
sampled from a sinusoidal curve.

3 Fréchet simplification

We now present algorithms for simplification under the Fr´echet error measure. It is easy
to verify thatÆF (") can be computed exactly inO(n3) time following the approach of
Imai and Iri [II88]. Therefore we focus on approximation algorithms below.

Lemma 4. Given two directed segmentsuv andxy in Rd ,

FD(uv; xy) = maxfd(u; x); d(v; y)g;

whered(�; �) represents theL1, L2 or L1 norm.

PROOF. Let Æ denote the maximum ofd(u; x) andd(v; y). Note thatFD(uv; xy) � Æ,
sinceu (resp.v) has to be matched tox (resp.y). Assume the natural parameterization
for segmentuv, A(t) : [0; 1] ! uv, such thatA(t) = u + t(v � u). Similarly, define
B(t) : [0; 1] ! xy for segmentxy, such thatB(t) = x + t(y � x). For any two
matched pointsA(t) andB(t), letC(t) = A(t) � B(t) = (1� t)(u� x) + t(v � y).
SinceC(t) is a convex function fort 2 [0; 1], kC(t)k � Æ for anyt 2 [0; 1]. Therefore
FD(uv; xy) � Æ.

Lemma 5. Given a polygonal curveP and two directed line segmentsuv andxy, let
� = FD(uv; xy). Thenj FD(P; uv) �FD(P; xy) j� �:

Lemma 6. Let P = hp1; p2; : : : ; pni be a polygonal curve. Forl � i � j � m,
ÆF (pipj ; P ) � 2 � ÆF (plpm; P ):
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Fig. 4. Bold dashed curve is�(pl; pm), pi andpj are matched tôpi andp̂j respectively.

PROOF. Let Æ� = ÆF (plpm). Suppose under the optimal matching between�(pl; pm)

andplpm, pi andpj are matched tôpi and p̂j 2 plpm respectively (see Figure 4 for
an illustration). Then obviously,FD(�(pi; pj); p̂ip̂j) � Æ�. In particular, we have that
d(pi; p̂i) � Æ�, andd(pj ; p̂j) � Æ�. Now by Lemma 4,FD(pipj ; p̂ip̂j) � Æ�. It then
follows from Lemma 5 that

ÆF (pipj) = FD(�(pi; pj); pipj) � FD(�(pi; pj); p̂ip̂j) + Æ� � 2Æ�:

3.1 AnO(n logn) Algorithm

The algorithm (denotedFrechetSimp ) will compute an"-simplificationP 0 of P in
a greedy manner: set the initial simplification asP 0 = hpi1 = p1i, and iteratively add
vertices toP 0 as follows. AssumeP 0 = hpi1 ; : : : ; pij i. The algorithm finds an index
k > ij such that (i) ÆF (pij ; pk) � " and (ii) ÆF (pij ; pk) > ". Setij+1 = k � 1, and
repeat the above procedure till we meet the last vertex ofP .

Lemma 7. FrechetSimp computesP 0 such thatÆF (P 0; P ) � ", andjP 0j � �F ("=2).

PROOF. It is clear that the algorithm computes a curve that is an"-simplification ofP .
It remains to show that the size of the curveP 0 is bounded by�F ("=2).

Let Q = hpj1 = p1; : : : ; pjl = pni be the optimal"=2-simplification ofP , where
1 � jm � n for 1 � m � l. LetP 0 = hpi1 = p1; : : : ; pik = pni, where1 � im � n
for 1 � m � k.

The proof proceeds by induction. The following invariant will always be true:im �

jm, for all m. This implies thatk � l, and thereforek � �F ("=2).
Assumeim�1 � jm�1. Leti0 > im�1 be the smallest index such thatÆF (pim�1

; pi0) >
". Note thati0 = im + 1. By the inductive step,i0 > jm�1. If i0 > jm, we are
done. So assumei0 � jm. SinceQ is an"=2-simplification,ÆF (pjm�1

pjm) � "=2.
Lemma 6 implies that for alljm�1 � im�1 � j0 � jm, ÆF (pim�1

pj0 ) � ". But since
ÆF (pim�1

; pi0) > ", i0 > jm and henceim � jm.

After computing vertexpim 2 P 0, find the next vertexpim+1
as follows: letb� be a

bit that is one ifÆF (pimpim+�) > " and zero otherwise.b� can be computed inO(�)



Curve 1 Curve 2 Curve 3
Size: 327 1998 9777

" Aprx. ExactAprx. ExactAprx. Exact
0.05 327 327 201 201 6786 6431
0.08 327 327 168 168 4277 3197
0.12 327 327 134 134 1537 651
1.20 254 249 42 42 178 168
1.60 220 214 36 36 140 132
2.00 134 124 32 32 115 88

Table 1. Comparing the size of simplifications produced byFrechetSimp with the optimal
algorithm.

time by the algorithm proposed in [AG95]. Recall our goal: finding two consecutive bits
b� andb�+1 such thatb� = 0 andb�+1 = 1. Clearly, then the index of the next vertex
is im+1 = i + �. � can be computed by performing an exponential search, followed
by a binary search. First find the smallestj such thatb2j = 1 by computing the bits
b2j0 , j

0 � j. Computing each bit takes timeO(im+1 � im), sinceim+1 � 2j�1. The
total time spent isO((im+1 � im) log(im+1 � im). Next, use binary search to find two
consecutive bits in the rangeb2j�1 ; : : : ; b2j . Note that this is not strictly a binary search,
as the bits which are ones are not necessarily consecutive. Nevertheless, it is easy to
verify that the same divide and conquer approach works. This requires computingO(j�
1) = O(log(im+1� im)) bits in this range, and it takesO(im+1� im) time to compute
each of them. Therefore computingpim+1

takesO((im+1� im) log(im+1� im)) time.
Summing over allij ’s yields the running time ofO(n logn), proving Theorem 2.

3.2 Experiments

We now present experiments comparing ourO(n logn) algorithm FrechetSimp
with (i) the optimalO(n3) time Fréchet simplification algorithm for quality; and (ii)
with the Douglas-Peucker algorithm under Hausdorff error measure (withL2 metric)
to demonstrate its efficiency. Our experiments were run a Sun Blade-100 machine with
256 RAM.

Recall that theO(n3) running time of the optimal algorithm is independent of the
input curve, or the error measure" — it is always
(n3). Therefore, it isordersof
magnitude slower than the approximation algorithm, and so we omit its empirical run-
ning time. We focus on comparing the quality (i.e., size) of simplifications produced
by FrechetSimp and the optimal Fr´echet simplification algorithm. The results are
presented in Table 1.Curve 1is a protein backbone,Curve 2is a set of points forming
a circle, andCurve 3is a protein backbone with some artificial noise. As seen from Ta-
ble 1, the size of the simplifications produced by our approximation algorithm is always
close to the optimal sized simplification.

We compare the efficiency ofFrechetSimp with the Douglas-Peucker heuristic.
Figure 5 compares the running time of our approximation algorithm with Douglas-
Peucker for a protein backbone (with artificial noise added) with49633 vertices. One
can make an interesting observation: as" decreases, Douglas-Peucker’s performance
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Fig. 5. Comparing running times ofFrechetSimp and Douglas-Peucker for varying" for a
curve with49633 vertices.

decreases. However, as" decreases, the performance of our approximation algorithms
increases or remains nearly the same. This is due to the fact that Douglas-Peucker tries
to find a line segment that simplifies a curve, and recurses into subproblems only if that
fails. Thus, as" decreases, it needs to make more recursive calls. Our approximation
algorithm, however, proceeds in a linear fashion from the first vertex to the last vertex,
and hence it is more stable towards changes in".

                                    

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. (a) Polygonal chain composed of three alpha-helices, (b) its Fr´echet simplification and (c)
its Douglas-Peucker Hausdorff simplification.

4 Comparisons

In this section, we compare the output under two different error measures, and we relate
two different Fréchet simplifications.

Hausdorff vs. Fréchet . One natural question is to compare the quality of simplifi-
cations produced under the Hausdorff and the Fr´echet error measures. Given a curve
P = hp1; : : : ; pni, it is not too hard to show thatÆH(pipj) � ÆF (pipj). The converse
however does not hold.



The Fréchet error measure takes the order along the curve into account, and hence
is more useful in some cases especially when the order of the curve is important (such
as curves derived from protein backbones). Figure 6 illustrates a substructure of a pro-
tein backbone, where"-simplifying under Fréchet error measure preserves the overall
structure, while"-simplifying under Hausdorff error measure is unable to preserve it.
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pu’ u v’
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. In (a), u andv are the points thatsi and si+1 are mapped to in the optimal matching
betweenP andS. In (b), ji = k andji+1 = m.

Weak Fréchet vs. Fŕechet . In last section we described a fast approximation algorithm
for computing an"-simplification ofP under Fréchet error measure, where we used
the Fréchet measure in a local manner: We restrict the curvehpi; : : : ; pji to match to
the line segmentpipj . We can remove this restriction to make the measure more global
by instead looking at theweakFréchet "-simplification. More precisely, givenP , and
S = hs1; s2; : : : ; smi, where it is not necessary thatsi 2 P ,S is a weak"-simplification
under Fréchet error measure ifFD(P; S) � ". The following lemma shows that the size
of the optimal Fréchet simplification can be bounded by the size of the optimal weak
Fréchet simplification:

Lemma 8. Given a polygonal curveP , let �̂F (") denote the size of the minimum weak
"-simplification ofP , we have

�F (") � �̂F ("=4)

PROOF. AssumeS = hs1; : : : sti is an optimal weak"=4-simplification ofP , i.e.,
FD(S; P ) � "=4. For any edgesisi+1, let u 2 pkpk+1 andv 2 pmpm+1 denote
the points onP that si and si+1 are mapped to respectively in the optimal match-
ing betweenP andS. See Figure 7 (a) for an illustration. Letpji (resp.pji+1) de-
notes the endpoint ofpkpk+1 (resp.pmpm+1) that is closer tou (resp.v). In other
words,kpji � uk � 1=2kpk+1 � pkk, andkpji+1 � vk � 1=2kpm+1 � pmk. Set
P 0 = hpj1 = p1; : : : ; pjt = pni. It is easy to verify thatji � qk for any1 � i < k � k.

Next, we prove thatP 0 as constructed above is indeed an"-simplification ofP . Note
that we haveFD(�(u; v); uv) � "=2 due to the inequalityFD(�(u; v); sisi+1) � "=4
and Lemma 5. Letl denote the line passing through segmentuv. We construct a seg-
mentu0v0 � l such thatFD(�(pji ; pji+1); u

0v0) � "=2. W.l.o.g., we describe how
to computeu0, andv0 can be constructed similarly. Letp 2 uv denote the point that



pk+1 mapped to in the optimal matching between�(u; v) anduv. If ji = k + 1, i.e.,
pji is the right endpoint of edgepkpk+1, then,u0 = p. Otherwise,u0 is the point on
l such thatpku0 is parallel topk+1p. See Figure 7 (b) for an illustration. Note that
in both cases,kpji � u0k � "=2, (resp,kpji+1 � v0k � "=2) which implies that
FD(u

0v0; pjipji+1) � "=2 from Lemma 4. On the other hand, the original optimal
matching betweenuv and�(u; v) can be modified into a matching betweenu0v0 and
�(pji ; pji+1), while not increasing the Fr´echet distance between them (we omit the
proof here due to the lack of space). Therefore we haveFD(u

0v0; �(pji ; pji+1)) � "=2.
It then follows from Lemma 5 thatFD(�(pji ; pji+1); pjipji+1) � ", for 8i 2 [1; t],
which in turns shows thatÆF (P 0; P ) is smaller than".
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